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Introduction
The seasonality, such as January effect or weekend effect, is well documented in literature. Therefore, it is very important to consider the seasonality effect. We try to establish an automatic GA-based nonlinear high-dimensional support vector regression method to explore the seasonality effect of stock dynamism.
In the past decade, various methods have been widely applied to explore the internal dynamism of stock market, such as linear and nonlinear mathematical models, multi-agent mechanism, and artificial neural network (ANN) of multiple layers used to simulate the potential stock market transaction mechanism [1, 2] . Because of the advantages of arbitrary function approximation and needlessness of statistics assumption, ANN is widely applied in the simulation of potential market transaction mechanism [3, 4, 5] . But there exist some problems in artificial neural network, such as local optimum and over-learning. In order to avoid those problems, some researches try to combine hybrid approaches of artificial intelligence methods and artificial neural network [6, 7, 8] .
Genetic algorithm (GA) is an approach used to avoid local optimum. GA simulates the revolution of biology to keep better chromosome to reach the purpose of optimization. A noteworthy related work is study of the using genetic algorithms to find technical trading rules for S&P 500 index [9] . Some research applies the optimized search property of GA algorithm to locate distribution centers for single product network such that the sum of facility location, pipeline inventory, and safety stock costs is minimized [10] . Some research proposes a systematic approach to simulate the effect of foreign exchange management. GA is used to search optimal amount and time for forward and spot dealing per business day [11] . Ao [12] combines the vector autoregression (VAR) and genetic algorithm (GA) with neural network (NN) to model and forecast Asian Pacific stock markets. Their results show that their system is more robust and makes more accurate prediction than the benchmark neural network.
Then, support vector machine (SVM) became a useful and popular method used by many researchers to avoid local optimum and achieve significant performance. SVM has outstanding performances in handling high dimension entry space problems [13] . Such a feature leads to a better performance of SVM in simulating potential market transaction mechanism than other methods. Some researches proposed fuzzy linear SVM method for data mining [14] . Some researches developed a prediction model based on support vector machines [15] . Some researches adopt SVM to predict stock market dynamism with financial factors, such as macroeconomic variables and technical indicators [16] . Some researches utilize SVM and genetic algorithm (GA) to predict stock market dynamism with dynamically selecting stock market technical indicators in which genetic algorithm is used to reduce input feature dimension and select better model parameters to increase the forecast accuracy rate [17] .
Support vector regression (SVR) is extended from SVM. It adopts loss function and penalty parameter to avoid the effect of noise and outlier. SVR can convert nonlinear problems into high dimensional space and obtain good classification performance. Some research mixes models of support vector regression and self-organizing feature map (SOFM) as well as filtering attribute screening method to predict the tertian closing price of Taiwan Stock Index Futures (FITX) [18] . First, input attributes with higher importance are selected through filtering attribute screening method. Then, training data is clustered through SOFM algorithm. Finally, the tertian closing price can be predicted through support vector regression. Support vector regression is also used along with fuzzy theorem in some other researches to solve the two problems in prediction of financial time series: noise and nonstationarity. Six data items, such as S&P500, Google, and Microsoft, from U.S. Yahoo are adopted in the prediction experiments [19] . The variations of foreign exchange are studied in some other researches by combining with parametric techniques and nonparametric techniques. ARIMA (autoregression integrated moving average) and VAR (vector autoregression) are used in parametric techniques, while support vector regression and multilayer perceptron neural network are used in nonparametric techniques. The above-mentioned techniques are combined and tested on Euro, British Pound, Japanese Yen, and Australian Dollars [20] .
Moreover, the variation of multinational stock market is a topic worth studying. Differences between returns and volatility in yen/dollar spot market of Tokyo, London and New York are discussed in some researches by adopting probability distribution techniques [21] . Some researches explored stock market dynamism in multi-nations with genetic algorithm, support vector regression, and optimal technical analysis [22] .
Since the stock market may be affected by slow season and peak season, we try to explore this effect through seasonal moving window. We utilize genetic algorithm to locate the approximate optimal combination of technical indicators. The combination of technical indicators with best performance is found through the method of evolution. Then the corresponding values of those selected technical indicators are taken from the training data to form the input vectors of SVR, which is trained through the property of nonlinearity and high dimensionality. Moreover, we divide a year into four seasons and use the seasonal moving window to capture the seasonality effect on stock market movement. Most important, we test the effectiveness of proposed model by using daily prices of two stock market indexes from 1996 to 2005. They represent the market performance in developed markets.
We find that the proposed method outperforms buy-and-hold returns. Moreover, our results suggest that countries should use different technical indicators as their input variables. Also, the technical indicators influenting various markets should be different.
The proposed approach
We apply a hybrid approach of seasonal moving window, genetic algorithm, and support vector regression to explore the seasonality effect of stock dynamism. Since the affecting factors in various stock market may be different, we utilize genetic algorithm to locate the approximate optimal combination of technical indicators to make best performance. Then we explore the dynamism of stock market with the property of nonlinearity and high dimensionality of support vector regression method. Finally, we divide a year into 4 seasons and apply seasonal moving window to study the seasonality effect of stock dynamism.
Here, we introduce how to apply GA to local the approximate optimal combination of technical indicators and how to utilize SVR to make best performance. Finally, we describe the details of proposed integrated architecture.
GA-SVR method
In GA-SVR method, different combinations of technical indicators are selected through parameter optimization in genetic algorithm. Then, the corresponding values of these technical indicators are extracted from the training data to form the input vectors of SVR, so as to train SVR model. At last, technical indicator combination with best performance is obtained through the method of evolution to find the optimal SVR classifier.
Genetic algorithm (GA)
GA is an efficient and better search method in the broad sense. With the simulation of biological evolution phenomenon, the parameter with better fitness function value is left. Also, with mechanisms of crossover and mutation, issue of partial minimization during search is avoided and search time is shortened. Evolution process of genetic algorithm is shown as following: (1) Initialization: Each chromosome is created by randomly obtaining the diversity solutions. (2) Selection: Select chromosome by evaluating the fitness value of each chromosome for searching near-optimization solution. The chromosomes with better fitness values are selected into the recombination pool using the roulette wheel or the tournament selection method as shown in Figure 1 . (3) Crossover: Here, genes between two parent chromosomes are exchanged to obtain new offspring to attempt to get better solutions. Exchanging methods of genes crossover include one point crossover, two-point crossover, or homologue crossover between two chromosomes as shown in Figure 2 . (4) Mutation: Using mutation to change gene code from 0 to 1 or vice verse can differ from population as a stochastic perturbation as shown in Figure 3 . (5) Evolutionary cycle: Here, termination criteria is used to determine if the process should terminate or the process should go to step 2 repeatedly with next generation as shown in Figure 4 . In the design of the genetic algorithm in this study, each chromosome consists of 14 genes and each gene represents one technical indicator. When gene value is 1, its corresponding technical indicator value is used as a part of the input vector; when gene value is 0, its corresponding technical indicator value is not used as a part of the input vector.
To find the optimal combination of technical indicator, three key factors, which are earning rate, transaction precision, and F-measurement, are considered in fitness function as below. Larger fitness function value is better. The weights are 0. 
Support vector regression (SVR)
Support vector regression (SVR) is a regression technique extended from support vector machine [23, 24] . It is often applied in the fields of pattern recognition and text classification. Some researches used genetic algorithm optimization SVM to construct investment model [25] . Theoretically, it is a learning system using linear-function hypothesis space in a high-dimensional feature space and a kind of learning algorithm training from optimization theorem and minimized structure risk. In recent years, it has been also used in the research of classification and prediction of finance. Support vector regression consists of linear support vector regression and non-linear support vector regression [18] .
(1) Linear support vector regression SVR minimizes the error of training data to define a regression function. The equation is as below. (6) where w is weight vector, x is input vector, b is bias, m is count of training samples
In order to avoid noise and outlier, SVR employs loss function and penalty parameter. Loss function is mainly used to find out the distance between regression function and training data. If the distance between predicted value and actual value is less than or equal to the set loss function value (ε), the loss function value is equal to 0; otherwise, the loss function value is not equal to 0, where the value of ε is defined by users themselves. Slack variable ( ) is used to solve the problem that applying loss function may exclude some training data. Moreover, each slack variable is multiplied by a penalty parameter to avoid the overlap problem of support vector regression. Therefore, the equation of SVR is shown as follows: Crossover-point Figure 1 . Selection method in genetic algorithm.
In the example, the first original chromosome is determined by some selection method to duplicate two offsprings Figure 2 . Two-point crossover method. Two-point crossover operation in GA process with second, third, fourth, and fifth genes to exchange.
Before After Figure 3 . Genetic mutation operation in GA process with the third gene to be mutated. 
Then, the statement below can be used to solve the original problem: 
(2) Non-linear support vector regression The non-liner separation question can be solved using a mapping function Φ , which called kernel function, can map input space of training data into a higher-dimensional feature space. The inner product is replaced by kernel function as below. 
The main kernel functions used are Linear function, Polynomial function, and Radial Basis function (RBF) shown as equations (12), (13) , and (14) . Users may need to adjust and set parameters for some 
The kernel function of SVR model used in this study is RBF since RBF is a non-linear kernel function that can convert the data from original space to a higher-dimensional space to solve non-linear problems well. When the original data and attribute are non-linear, this function has good effect. With trial and error method, parameter γ is set as 4, C value as 1. In our experiments, when the output value of SVR is +1, i.e. predictive trend is rising, the strategy is buying. If the stock has been bought, then it should be kept holding. When the output value of the SVR is -1, i.e. predictive trend is falling, the strategy is selling. If the stock is not held, then it should not be bought.
The architecture of the proposed approach
The architecture is as shown in Figure 5 . The detailed explanation is as follow. (1 generations If the criterion is met, terminate the GA process and then go to step (10) . (9) Process of genetic algorithm: In genetic algorithm, chromosome evolution includes three processes, selection, crossover, and mutation. In the selection process, from 40 chromosomes, one quarter of chromosomes with the highest fitness values are selected and duplicated using the roulette wheel selection method. In the crossover process, double-point crossover method is adopted. In mutation, the mutation rate is defined as 1%, and the process is redirected to step (4). (10) Evaluation of testing data with trained SVR classifier: The trained SVR classifier is used to class testing data to determine the proper transaction time point. (11) Performance comparison: The performance of the proposed approach is compared with that of other method to see how much the proposed method can outperform.
Data and Empirical Results
In our study, we utilize GA-SVR method and seasonal moving window to explore the seasonality effect of stock dynamism, including 2 developed stock markets. Here we introduce the empirical description and the empirical results of the proposed approach. Figure 5 . The architecture of the proposed model
Experiment description

Empirical data and technical indicator variable
In order to explore the dynamism of stocks, we extract stock data from U.S.A. Yahoo! Financial website (http://finance.yahoo.com) for 2 countries and 10 years, including 2 developed stock markets. The stock markets include U.S.A. S&P 500 and British FTSE 100. The data period is between 1996/1/1 and 2005/12/31. The detailed data counts are as in Table 1 .
We refer to some researches and adopt 14 technical indicators as input variables [27, 28] . 
Seasonal moving window model
In moving window model, data of a past period is treated as training data and data after that period as testing data to form a window. The period of training data moves subsequently to form another window. In seasonal moving window, the training data and testing data are from same seasons of various years. The data of previous year is treated as training data. The data of the same season of later year is treated as testing data (see Figure 6 ). window model is that it has more training and testing data sets, so that the average of all data sets can be more representative. Moreover, the periods of training data and testing data of moving window model are close, thus the data relativity is worth referencing. In this study, if the data in a certain season of a certain year is treated as training data, then the data in the same season of the following year is used as testing data of the same window. The data period is 10 years and 4 windows are formed each year from the first to the ninth year. Accordingly, there are 36 moving windows for each country.
Empirical results
GA algorithm process
We utilize genetic algorithm to locate the approximate optimal combination of technical indicators. The corresponding values of these technical indicators are taken from the training data to form the input vectors of SVR, so as to train the SVR model. Finally, technical indicator combination with best performance is obtained by the method of evolution. The fitness function values of optimal selected chromosome in GA process for each stock market are shown as Table 2 In our experiment, the GA converges well. As an example, the convergence figures for the final seasonal moving window of each country are shown as in Fig. 7 . The fitness functions converge at most after 21 generations (see Figure 7) . 
Empirical performance
The output of the approach is used to determine the transaction time point. When the predicted trend for the day is up, we should keep holding if we hold the stock; we can buy in if we do not hold the stock. On the contrary, when the predicted trend for the day is down, we should sell out the stock in hand; we should keep watching without any actions if we do not hold the stock. We apply average yearly accumulated earning rate to evaluate the performance of our proposed approach. The average yearly accumulated earning rate can be calculated as below. (14) where m I is transaction count of year m , The average yearly accumulated earning rate is shown in Table 3 . The average yearly accumulated earning rate of the U.S.A. is 12.63% and that of British is 12.61%.
The performances of the proposed method and buy-and-hold returns are compared (see Table 3 ). The yearly earning rate in each year of buy-and-hold method is calculated by subtracting the stock price of the first day by that of the last day of the year. The average yearly accumulated earning rate of the proposed approach of each country outperforms Buy-and-hold as follow: U.S.A. by 3.70% and British by 5.55%. The main reason may be that the technical indicators selected for each country have better influential degree, meanwhile, SVR exerts its dynamic exploration ability in high-dimensional space, and there exists seasonality effect in multinational stock dynamism.
Comparison with results of same technical indicators (SVR method)
Here, we compare the performance of experiment with same technical indicators (SVR method). That is, GA method is not employed to find the best combination of input variables. Every stock market uses the same technical indicators as input variables.
The experimental results are shown in Table 3 . As seen, the performance of the experiments with different technical indicators selected through GA algorithm is better than that of the ones with the same technical indicators. Therefore, GA method should be applied to select suitable technical indicators. Countries should use different technical indicators as their input variables. That is, the technical indicators influencing various markets are different. 
Conclusions
First, we utilize genetic algorithm to locate the approximate optimal combination of technical indicators. Then the property of nonlinearity and high dimensionality of the support vector regression is employed to explore the stock dynamism. Finally, we adopt seasonal moving window to study the seasonality effect of multinational stock market. In the experiment, we extract stock market data for 10 years and 2 countries. In the empirical results, we find that the performance of the proposed method is better than that of Buy-and-hold method. Therefore, the seasonality effect of stock market has referential value. Moreover, as seen, the technical indicators affecting various stock markets are different. Accordingly, each country should select its own factors carefully when exploring the dynamism of stock market.
The future directions of this research can be as follows: (1) In the future, fuzzy rule method can be used to combine with different fuzzied indicators to provide the decision models of stock market with more information. (2) This paper explores the trend of stock market. We can modified the model to explore other derivatives, such as individual share or warrant. (3) This paper focus on GA and support vector regression, however, other artificial intelligent techniques can be used to study the trend of stock market, such as artificial neural network, grey theorem, and case-base reasoning.
